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Abstract—Nowadays, cloud computing is an effective solu-
tion for providing computing services to consumers. However,
data centers that host computing resources are still faced with a
misuse of resources and a workload imbalance of servers, where
some servers become overloaded while others are underloaded
or even idle. This results in performance degradation and
resource wastage. The load balancing is a key aspect and has
an important role in the management of cloud data centers.
It allows an optimal use of the resources and improves the
desired Quality of Service (QoS) using optimal methods for
allocating resources and distributing workload.

In this paper, we propose a load-balancing algorithm that
is based on a new parameter called the balance factor of the
data center, introduced here, to determine if a data center
is imbalanced or not, in order to redistribute the workload
equally over all the hosts. To minimize the energy consumption
of the data center, our strategy relies on the live migration of
virtual machines (VMs) while using a mathematical model. The
simulation results, using the CloudSim toolkit, have shown that
the energy efficiency can be managed by reassigning VMs to
the data-center hosts.

Keywords-Cloud Data Centers, Consolidation, Energy, Load
Balancing, Migration, Optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing proliferation of large data centers within
which a great number of physical servers are deployed, has
allowed cloud computing to gain more attention these last
decades. Cloud computing consists of delivering available
services over the Internet using hardware and software
resources of the data centers according to a service model
(SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS).

Behind cloud computing, virtualization techniques [1] are
used allowing to host different tenants virtual resources
within the same physical resource, hence facilitating the or-
chestration of these virtual resources and the transformation
of the delivery of these resources into a service billable for
consumption.

As the demand for resources by customers increases
exponentially, the possible reduction of IT infrastructure
management costs is one of the top business priorities of
cloud providers.

In this context, load balancing is considered as one of the
main and biggest challenge in cloud computing because the
cloud providers must ensure an equilibrium in the available
resources to satisfy the client requests and to meet the clients
service level agreements. This equilibrium is done through
the distribution of workloads across multiple computing
resources, such as computers, computer clusters, disk drives
[2], etc. Hence, cloud load balancing means to maintain
data centers balanced among the servers in such a way
that no servers will be overloaded or underloaded to reduce
the risk of saturation, to minimize resource consumption,
to facilitate the implementation of fault tolerance, and to
guarantee scalability.

Several researches have been undertaken to find optimal
and efficient algorithms with the objective of satisfying
the workload-equilibrium constraint, and of optimizing the
infrastructure management cost of the cloud data centers to
gain credibility of customers.

In this paper, we propose to combine two algorithms to
solve the problem of load balancing in the data centers,
considered as an NP complete problem. The first algorithm
is inspired from [3] used to manage the load balancing in
MANETs. It is based on the clustering process in order to
organize the nodes into clusterheads and to coordinate other
nodes in the clusters. This solution has some advantages
such as reducing energy consumption and improving band-
width utilization by reducing communications overhead.
Our algorithm purpose is to rebalance the workload of
the data-center servers through the migration of Virtual
Machines (VMs) from overloaded servers to underloaded
ones. To minimize migration costs and energy consumption,
the bMatching method [4] is used to complement our load-
balancing algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents the significant existing research works
related to the load-balancing issue, and our motivations,
followed by the description of our proposed method as
detailed in section III. Section IV presents the power model
of our method using the Cloudsim simulator. The conducted



experiments are described in section V before concluding
with some perspectives in section VI.

II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

Given the key role of load-balancing algorithms in cloud
computing, several researches have been done in this area
and various classifications of load-balancing techniques have
been proposed based on different criteria.

In [5], various load-balancing algorithms for cloud com-
puting environments are discussed comprehensively and
systematically according to a novel taxonomy. In this study,
load-balancing algorithms have been divided into two broad
categories, namely, nature-inspired and statistics-based, de-
pending on their source of inspiration and operational model.

Authors in [6], surveyed research literature in the load-
balancing area and have presented a new classification of
the load-balancing techniques: (1) Hadoop MapReduce load-
balancing category, (2) natural phenomenon based load-
balancing category, (3) agent-based load-balancing category,
and (4) general load-balancing category. In each category,
some techniques were studied and analyzed in terms of
metrics such as: throughput, makespan, scalability, fault
tolerance, migration time, energy consumption, etc.

The authors of [7] surveyed the load-balancing problem
by distinguishing between static and dynamic load balanc-
ing. The static algorithms are appropriate to the environment
with low-loads variations, which requires a complete knowl-
edge on the features and the performances of the system
resources. The drawback of the static algorithms is that,
once the VMs are assigned to dedicated machines, they
cannot move to other ones, while migration of VMs after
initial assignment is possible in dynamic load balancing
algorithms.

The authors of [8] analyzed and compared three principal
algorithms, which are, the Round Robin algorithm, the Ac-
tive Load Balancing Monitoring algorithm and the Throttled
Load Balancing Algorithm. These algorithms are used for
load balancing at the scheduling level.

To monitor and balance the load of a cloud data cen-
ter, authors of [9] propose a graph-based solution that is
composed of two phases. In the first phase, the cloud data
center is modeled as a network graph that is augmented
with a minimum dominating set, inspired from the concept
of graph theory, for monitoring its load. The second phase
focuses on the system and network aware live migration.

Authors, in [10], combined load balancing and live migra-
tion techniques through a mathematical model that computes
the average load of each server in terms of CPU, memory
and bandwidth in order to determine the overloaded servers.
In case of server-overload detection, a VM migration occurs
once a destination server is found. The drawback of this
solution is that the average resource load is computed within
each server, which generates an additional overhead in terms
of memory and energy consumption.

A multiple objective optimization framework named
MOVMrB is presented in [11]. It aims to rebalance the
placements of VMs in order to achieve load balancing
of multiple resources in cloud computing. The proposed
solution considers both the load balancing of each resource
across Host Machines (inter-HM load balancing) and the
load balancing of different resources within the same Host
Machine (intra-HM load balancing) at the same time.

To reduce the number of SLA violations by migrating
VMs before the host is overloaded, a proactive VM migra-
tion policy is presented in [12]. This method for the dynamic
and anticipatory consolidation of VMs in IaaS cloud data
centers uses short-term forecasts of the future utilization of
hosts, to proactively detect overloaded hosts. If a host is
classified as overloaded, some VMs have to be migrated to
other hosts to avoid SLA violations. The predictive overload
detection is based on time series technique.

To dynamically forecast the resource utilization and en-
ergy consumption in cloud data centers, authors of [13] pro-
posed a multi-objective genetic algorithm which considers
the CPU and the memory utilization of VMs and physical
machines, and the energy consumption in the data center.

Our contribution, in this article, is to rebalance the work-
load of the data-center servers through a dynamic load-
balancing approach that will detect overloaded and under-
loaded servers through well-defined thresholds. In order to
reduce the consumed energy in our solution, an additional
method is used to take into account the migration cost due to
the VM migration that is done to remedy to the server-load
imbalance.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The cloud computing is based on several data centers
distributed geographically. Each data center is composed of
a set of physical servers that host VMs. The clients request
resources in the form of a service (IaaS, PaaS or SaaS) and
the service is offered as a set of VMs.

Workloads of a data center might span across multiple
physical servers that are consolidated through live migra-
tion to maintain the load of the data center and to avoid
overloaded and underloaded servers.

According to the different levels in computer systems
defined for energy consumption in Beloglazov et al. [14],
our work targets the energy-aware resource management in
the data centers. In this context, the load of a data center is
linked to its relatively high-energy capacity caused by the
physical servers consolidation. The server consolidation is
used to maximize the resource utilization and to minimize
the energy consumption in the meanwhile. This consoli-
dation is ensured thanks to the VM migration so that a
minimum number of servers are utilized to host the VM
load, which consequently reduces the energy consumption
induced by the physical servers activity. Thus, this paper
focuses on the load re-balancing of data centers based on



the live migration leading to the reduction of the energy
consumption. As shown in Figure 1, our approach is built
upon several modules. Each module is described as follows:

Figure 1: The general steps of our solution

• Computing Balance Factor: In order to maintain a
balanced load in a data center, we introduce a balance
factor that is computed regularly to detect imbalanced
load. If this factor has a value ranged between Min and
Max values then the load is balanced, otherwise the
load-balancing algorithm must be launched. The Min
and Max parameters vary with the workload of the data
center. In our experiments, we first compute the range
[Min, Max] before launching our algorithm.

• Detecting overload: An overload-detection algorithm
is invoked each time the balance factor is too low or
too high.

• Selecting particular VMs to migrate: Once over-
loaded hosts are detected, the next step is to select the
VMs that are candidate for migration. The VM selection
is not done randomly but follows a specific strategy as
detailed in the next section.

• Effective migration: In order to migrate the selected
VMs, all the servers can be candidate to host the
migrated VMs. The destination server that is chosen
to host the VM is the one that generates a minimum
energy cost among these VMs. The energy cost corre-
sponds to the energy consumed during the execution of
the VM within the source server, plus the energy con-
sumed during the migration of the VM from source to
destination. The objective of this module is to transfer
the selected VMs without interrupting their execution
while minimizing their migration cost. For this purpose,
we propose a smart reassignment solution that can
consolidate the physical substrate in few seconds as in
[4]. This reassignment allows to migrate the VMs from

the overloaded source to the destination server with a
minimum migration cost in term of energy.

• Check if there are underloaded hosts: After migrating
the VMs from the overloaded nodes, these nodes as
well as others may become underloaded due either to
the VM migration or to their workload variation. Hence,
the system checks if there exists underloaded hosts in
order to get rid of the VMs they host by migrating them
to non-overloaded nodes with the aim of obtaining some
idle servers that can be powered off.

IV. POWER MODEL BASED APPROACH

The power consumption of the data centers is mostly
determined by the load of the physical-servers resources
such as CPU, memory, disk storage, network interfaces.
The CPU capacity contributes significantly in consuming
energy. Moreover, the studies in [15] and [16] have shown
that, on average, an idle server consumes approximately
70% of the power consumed by the server running at the
full CPU speed, while a server in a maximum use can
lead to a performance degradation hence paralyzing data-
centers activities. To improve the server load balancing and
in order to reduce the power consumption at the same time,
we propose a power-model based approach that relies on
the load-balancing algorithm that we have already used in
MANETs [3], combined with the bMatching theory for live
migration to ensure the dynamic consolidation of the VMs
within the servers of a data center.

A. Load-Balancing Algorithm:

Unlike the existing research works that deal with load
balancing in data centers, in our algorithm we introduce a
new parameter called balance factor and denoted by F in
order to maintain perfectly a balanced data-center load even
after VM migration. F is defined as follows:

F =
n∑n

i=1 (loadi − µ)2
(1)

n: is the number of nodes in the data center.
loadi: is the load of a node i.

µ =

∑n
i=1 loadi

n
(2)

µ: is the average load of the data center.
As explained before, in order to maintain the data center
stable and for a good load-balancing algorithm, the balance
factor F must be a value in a range [Min, Max], because if
F is less than Min value then a load imbalancing will occur
causing a degradation in the performances of the servers due
to the presence of a great number of underloaded servers.
However, if F is greater than Max value, the load-balancing
process will be inefficient due to the presence of a great
number of overloaded servers.



B. Dynamic Consolidation

To achieve the load balancing, we rely on the VM
consolidation used to improve the utilization of data-center
resources. VM consolidation is a process that supports VM
live migration to reduce the number of physical servers that
are powered on while maintaining an equilibrium between
the servers workloads. Beloglazov and Buyya in [17] pro-
posed different heuristics for VMs consolidation. Since we
focus, in our work, on minimizing energy consumption due
to the live migration, we follow some heuristics of [17] either
to detect overloaded and underloaded hosts, or to select some
VMs candidate for migration, as presented in the following
paragraph.

Detection of overloaded hosts: To decide if a host is
overloaded, we use the Local Robust Regression (LRR)
heuristic proposed by Beloglazov and Buyya in [17]. As
stated in [17], ”this method of LRR is an iterative method of
Local Regression (LR) that fits a simple model to localized
subsets of data to build up a curve that approximates the
original data”.

VMs Selection: Once the overloaded hosts are found,
the next step is to select specific VMs to migrate from
these hosts. We have opted to the Minimum Migration
Time (MMT) policy to select VMs based on the minimum
migration time as a selection criterion. The migration time is
evaluated as a ratio of the amount of RAM currently utilized
by the VM and the spare network bandwidth available for
the VM host.

Live migration: During this phase, we consider the
optimization technique based on the bMatching theory that
we have already proposed in [4]. It consists in migrat-
ing judiciously the selected VMs from a set of servers
to the optimal ones leading to reduce data-center energy
consumption. We assume to have in the data center: N VMs
deployed on K available servers, and a set of VMs to be
migrated as selected by the MMT policy described above,
noted by: Tinit= {V M1,V M2,...,V Mθ} with θ <N and each
VM in Tinit is currently hosted by one of the servers set
noted by S= {S1,S2,...,Sk} with k < K . The reassignment
problem consists in placing or hosting optimally θ VMs on
k available servers. We define Cvi, j as the migration energy
cost that is considered by our optimization algorithm to
recommend the migration of a VM v from a server i to
a server j. The k servers of the data center, including the
source server i of VM v, are investigated to host v. The
destination server j that is selected to host v is the one that
will generate the minimum energy cost estimated when v

is supposed to migrate from server i to server j. Hence, as
explained in the following:

• Cvi, j is equal to 0 if i = j, which means that, there is
no transfer of v since the source host is confused with
the destination host.

• Cvi, j is equal to a positive value that corresponds to the

energy cost of v obtained when simulating the migration
of v from server i to server j.

Based on this configuration, we build up a new bi-partite
graph noted G=(V ∪ S, E) where: V represents a set of
selected virtual machines to migrate with MMT policy and S
is the set of all available servers (powered on). E represents
a set of weighted edges w(vi, j ). A weighted edge between V
and S depends on the power l consumed by the VM during
its execution on the host, and on the energy cost C related
to the VM migration, as defined in the following.

1) w(vi, j )=l(vi, j ) + C(vi, j ) if VM v is hosted in server j , i.
2) w(vi, j )=l(vi, j ) if VM v is hosted in server j = i.
At this stage according to different costs listed previously,

we introduce the minimum weight bMatching objective to
be assimilated to the reassignment problem that assigns
each VM to the best server with a minimum migration
cost. The objective function according to the described costs
(migration cost and power consumption) is given as follows:

minObjbMatching =
∑

e∈E,e=(vi, j)
= (le + Ce1i j)xe (3)

Where:

1i j =

{
0, If i = j

1,Otherwise

e=vi, j is the weighted edge if migrating v from server i to
server j.

Some additional constraints are added to completely de-
scribe the reassignment requirements that are summarized
below:

1) Migration with a unique destination: each VM will be
assigned to one and only one server.∑

e∈δ(v)
xe = 1, ∀v ∈ V (4)

2) Servers with power limits constraints: each server s
has a resource capacity that we can’t exceed.∑

e∈δ(s)
xe ≤ b(s), ∀s ∈ S (5)

Where b(s) is the available resource capacity of the
server s in term of CPU.

More details for bMatching method can be found in [4].
Detection of underloaded hosts: Upon all the over-

loaded hosts are found, and the selected VMs for migration
are allocated on the destination hosts, the system will try
to find the hosts with the minimum utilization rate in order
to reassign the VMs of these underloaded hosts to other
ones while keeping these latter not overloaded. This is done
by launching again the live-migration phase with the aim
of switching off the source hosts that will become idle,
and hence reducing the number of active hosts which will
minimize the global energy consumption in the meanwhile.



V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ANALYSIS

1) Experimental environment and platform: Our target
system is an IaaS Cloud platform. Therefore, we
choose CloudSim Toolkit [18] as an experimental
platform to model and simulate the energy efficiency
of our proposed method using the power package.
CloudSim simulator is an open source project highly
extensible and supported by the research community to
simulate, and experiment Cloud computing infrastruc-
tures and application services. We have simulated our
environment with 800 heterogeneous physical nodes
of two types: HP ProLiant ML110 G4 servers, and
HP ProLiant ML110 G5. The CPU frequency of the
servers is respectively 1860 MIPS and 2660 MIPS.
Each server is modeled to have 1GB/s network band-
width. The characteristics of their power consumption
is given in Table I:

Server HPProLiantML110G4 HPProLiantML110G5

0% 86 93.7
10% 89.4 97
20% 92.6 101
30% 96 105
40% 99.5 110
50% 102 116
60% 106 121
70% 108 125
80% 112 129
90% 114 133
100% 117 135

Table I: Power Consumption at different levels in Watts

We conduct the experiments using 1052 VMs collected
from the workload traces of PlanetLab [19]. The VMs
are of small, medium, large or extra large types. Each
type of VM is assigned an energy consumption value
taken from 10, 15, 20, 25 Watts respectively. Since all
the servers have the same network bandwidth capacity
of 1Gb/s, we assign for each configuration a random
migration energy cost ranged between: 0 and 1.

2) Performance metrics: In order to evaluate the effi-
ciency of our proposed load balancing bMatching mi-
gration cost (LBBMC) method, we made a comparison
with an existing method integrated within CloudSim
called Local Robust Regression Minimum Migration
Time (LRRMMT) that uses LRR policy to detect
overloaded and underloaded hosts, as well as MMT to
select particular VMs to migrate, similarly to LBBMC.
However, LRRMMT uses the best-fit decreasing strat-
egy for the placement of the selected VMs while ours
uses bMaching method. For our experiments, first we

evaluate the balance factor defined in our LBBMC
method. Then, the number of migrations, the energy
consumption of the physical servers of the data center,
and the execution time metrics are used to compare the
LBBMC and LRRMMT methods.

3) Results and Analysis:
Balance Factor: We recall that the balance factor
allows us to measure the load-balancing degree of
the data center. According to Figure 2, the graph
shows that the Factor F belongs at the beginning to
high range values [50, 80] then it decreases before it
stabilizes. This is explained by the consolidation of
VMs in order to rebalance the workload among the
servers. We can also see that the factor F is stabilized
in the interval [35, 55]. Therefore, in order to maintain
our system balanced we have to maintain the Balance
Factor F in this interval.

Figure 2: Balance Factor

Migration number: As can be observed by Table II,
the number of migrations in LBBMC is lower than that
in LRRMMT. As the number of migrations contributes
in the energy consumption, our method reassignment
avoids unnecessary migrations.

Number Of Migration
LRRMMT LBBMC
278 196

Table II: Migration Number

Energy consumption: Energy consumption is the
principal parameter used to evaluate our method. As
we can see in Table III, the consolidation through
LBBMC consumes less energy than through LR-
RMMT. However, LBBMC has less number of shut-
down servers compared to LRRMMT. This is due to
the fact that there are more servers in LBBMC that
are moderately loaded, which is good, because these
active servers consume less energy. Also, this will
allow keeping the data center balanced for longer.
Execution time: The execution time (see Table IV)
in our LBBMC method is greater than that in LR-
RMMT method. This is due to the computing time of



Method Energy
Consump-
tion(KWh)

Number of
Shutdown
Servers

LRRMMT 87.67 646
LBBMC 69.95 532

Table III: Energy Consumption

the balance factor F that is not taken into account
in LRRMMT, as well as to the parameters of our
bMatching method, used for live migration, that takes
into account the energy consumption of the VM in the
source server and the migration energy cost.

Execution Time(s)
LRRMMT LBBMC
86100 98290

Table IV: Execution Time(s)

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our work shows that load balancing is essential to im-
prove resources utilization and energy consumption by op-
timally distributing a workload among multiple servers in a
data center. In this paper, we have combined a load balancing
algorithm with a consolidation VMs through a smart method
bMatching for reassignment. The simulation results show
that our method improves the management of the workload
and reduces the energy consumption for a great number of
servers. From a perspective point of view, we envisage to
extend our work to adapt our load-balancing algorithm to
multiple data centers. The proposed reassignment method
takes into account the migration energy cost and the VMs
consumption energy in the source server. Our next objective
is to investigate new parameters to better manage the energy
in cloud computing.
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